
The Spot Athletics Business Operations Overview

The Spot Athletics is a private training facility dedicated to bringing world class coaching and 
education to the community level. We do not offer any memberships or operate as a traditional gym 
but instead offer different coaching services for our clients. By operating as a private facility, with all of 
our clients working with a coach, we can maintain a family-like environment and a culture of high 
performance throughout our facility. One of our biggest rules as an organization is that all staff must 
know everyones name in the facility at all times, whether they are training that person or not. This 
personalized service, in a private environment, means that we service exponentially fewer people 
than a traditional gym, but the people we do service, we do so at a world class level. 

The amount of space we are looking to occupy at 7007 Discovery Blvd., in Dublin, is so that we can 
expertly carry out our organizational philosophy of improving functional movement patterns and 
performance. Typical gyms have rows of treadmills, ellipticals and tons of machines. This set up 
allows for maximum number of members to utilize the facility with the minimum amount of knowledge 
required from the members and the staff. We have the exact opposite approach and have no 
treadmills, ellipticals and very few machines in our facility. This means that we need a huge amount of 
open space to execute the movement exercises with each client and expert staff to instruct them. We 
also do not hold any “open gym” hours. We operate by appointment only and start our first session at 
5:45am and our last session starts at 6:50pm, Monday through Friday. On Saturday and Sunday we 
only offer a very limited amount of sessions. We have sessions at 7:45am and 9am on Saturday. On 
Sunday, we offer sessions from 10am to 2pm. We control the entire schedule through our online 
software, which I will talk about in more detail later.

We will offer three main services and one minor service at our facility. The three main services are 
Personal Training, small and large Group Training, with the minor service to be massage. Personal 
training involves one of our coaches and 1-2 clients training with that coach. Our small group training 
involves 3-6 clients working with a coach. Our large group training involves up to 12 people working 
with a coach. Our large group training takes up the most amount of room as we do a lot of running 
and big movement exercises with these training sessions. The layout below shows our district training 
zones and other areas of the facility. The massage is something that we do in our current location and 
only handle about 10 appointments per month. It is not a major part of our business but is something 
we were considering adding in our Dublin location as well. 
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To fully explain how we operate, I will utilize the diagram above.First point is that the locker rooms, 
lounge, and offices, which make up approximately 3,500sq ft. of the space, are not used for training 
purposes. The locker rooms are way bigger than anything we would ever need but as they were 
preexisting, there was no reason to tear them apart.  The lounge is much bigger than we need as 
well, but again, it is how the space was already laid out. The lounge will have seating for clients 
waiting to train, and we will display our apparel so that clients can purchase t-shirts and sweatshirts 
with our logos. The offices will be for staff so obviously we will not have large numbers of people in 
our offices as well. 

As for the training space, the stretching area will be used to with clients at the beginning and end of 
sessions, so it is more of a staging type of area then a training zone. For training zones we utilize our 
6 designated training areas of 1. DB Area, 2. Glute/Ham raise, 3. squat racks, 4. functional trainers/
belt squats, 5. platforms and 6. turf. The turf takes up the most amount of space as it will occupy 
6,600sq ft. This is area we do our speed and agility work. For us to be able to accomplish the drills 
that we do on the turf, we are limited to a maximum of 12 clients on the turf at any one time. Due to 
the nature of our training, we utilize large amounts of turf space for various speed and agility drills. 
This diminishes the clients that can utilize our space at one time, but we feel that this is the best way 
to get results with our clients. 

A typical gym may have 150 people using their facility at their prime business hours which for us is 
6-7am and 5:30-6:30pm. But for our private, performance training facility, these peak times can only 
allow us to train 30 people in our space. This is due to several factors including the requirements we 
have for our coaches limits the amount of coaches we can hire. It has taken us 5 years to build a staff 
of 6 full time coaches at my Grandview facility. This resulted in a month wait to get in to see us last 
January, but we value the integrity of our service over hiring coaches who are not up to our strict 
standards. 

Utilizing my experience of 20 years in the fitness industry and the past 5 trying to build a world class 
staff, I know having 6 full time coaches is a level that will take us a while to get to. Hopefully we will 
get there and be successful in Dublin, but this means that our prime time hours would be comprised 
of 3 coaches doing personal training, 2 to be working with small groups and 1 to be working with a 
large group. This would be a maximum of 6 people in personal training (as each coach can work with 
up to 2 people in our personal training sessions). 12 people in small group training (as the maximum 
for small group training is 6 people). 12 people in large group training (the maximum for this service). 
That makes our total capacity 30 people during our prime time hours. This would only be for 2 hours 
of the day. Even during these two hours we would not need parking spots for 30 drivers. Our facilities 
main clients are “high performance families”. We have a lot of families where mom, dad and two or 
three kids train with us. This means that most of our clients come together in cars. Even if they are 
not in the same family, the younger athletes parents are all friends and typically car pool the athletes 
to training. So in the morning prime time hour, we will always have at least 5, if not more, couples. 
This reduces the parking by 5 spots. In the evening, it goes does even more as we will have several 
parents bring 4 or 5 kids. The family environment of our facility reduces the parking demands even 
more as so many of our clients come together for training. 

Our business levels from 7-11am would hopefully be 10 clients training. We close from 11-1 on a daily 
basis so that the staff can train. Our staff is all required to compete in a fitness related event, so we 
close to give them time to train for their events. From 1-4pm, our hope would be have 10 people 
training. At 4-5:30, we work with athletes and hopefully we could have up to 20 clients training with us 



at those times. From 6:30-8, we would hopefully have 10 clients training with us. Based on our 
staffing and the way we conduct our service, our hope is that in a full business day, once our 
business is getting to capacity, that we would see 110 people from 6am to 8pm. This is less than a 
typical gym sees in one of their prime time hours. 

All of these appointments are handled through our online scheduling software. This software allows 
us to control the people that come in to the facility each hour. No one is allowed in our facility without 
an appointment, as we are a private facility. Even prospective new clients must schedule a Game 
Plan appointment with one of our coaches to come in to the facility. This total control allows us to 
provide excellent service and control the flow of clients. Unlike typical gyms that just have “open 
hours” and 200 people could potentially show up. We are not a gym, we are a service business that 
delivers better physical performance. Due to what we offer, all coaches are employees and I control 
what sessions go on to our schedule. For us to operate we can schedule at a maximum of 2 small 
group and 1 large group session in one hour. This leaves room for 3 coaches to personal train, which 
is why we are limited to 30 clients, even at our busiest time of day.  

Our current facility has been in operation for 5 years and is the same size as our proposed Dublin 
location and we average approximately 70 clients per day Monday-Friday. We are hopeful that the 
Dublin market can yield more clients as it has a bigger population than around our current location. 
So our 110 people per day target is even aggressive and assumes that the Dublin location is more 
than 50% busier than our current, very successful, location. We operate out of the same amount of 
square footage in our current location and have 25 parking spots, which is way more than enough 
parking than we need to service our clients. The fact that we operate the same size facility, with only 
25 spaces and have a lot of extra parking spaces, even during our prime time, is real world proof that 
the parking requirement is non sensical and based on a totally different business than The Spot 
Athletics. 

We are a service business and a gym is a product business. A gym wants to have as many members 
as possible and does not care how they get there or the quality. We impact every one of our clients 
and take pride in everything that we do. Holding us to the same parking standard as a gym would be 
like going to a fine dining restaurant and expecting to get the same amount of food as at a buffet. Just 
like those are two vastly different models, the private performance training facility and a gym are not 
even in the same two worlds. 


